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REPLIES BY THE “AGRUPACIÓN ESPAÑOLA DE DEPOSITARIOS DE 
INSTITUCIONES DE INVERSIÓN COLECTIVA Y FONDOS DE 
PENSIONES (ADEPO) TO THE EUROPEAN COMMISSION 
CONSULTATION ON UCITS PRODUCTS RULES, LIQUIDITY 
MANAGEMENT, DEPOSITARY, MONEY MARKET FUNDS, LONG 
TERM INVESTMENTS. ADEPO welcomes and takes a positive view of the opportunity and specific content of the CONSULTATION drawn up by the European Commission. ADEPO is a Spanish association of mutual and pension funds depositories currently formed by BANKIA, BBVA, BANCO POPULAR, BANCO SABADELL, BANCO SANTANDER, BNP PARIBAS, CAIXABANK, CECA, DEUTSCHE BANK and ROYAL BANK OF CANADA. ADEPO’s replies are limited to the DEPOSITARY PASSPORT questions. 

 

BOX 5. DEPOSITARY PASSPORT 

 Regarding this issue, in the previous consultation organised by the European Commission, in 2009, ADEPO already expressed its opposition to the depositary passport when responding1.                                                          
1 The arguments used in the  2009 Consultation were the following: 

a) “We would not agree with the creation of a passport for depositaries, similar to that introduced by the UCITS 

IV Directive for management companies , for the following reasons: 

i. The duty of supervision, unlike that of custody (safekeeping), would appear to demand a certain 

degree of physical proximity to the CII. 

ii. From the standpoint of protecting (small) investors, once the management company is permitted 

not to have any establishment in the country in question, their situation could become really 

delicate if not even the depositary is in the aforesaid country. 

iii. In any event, the implementation of the passport would require an extremely high degree of 

harmonisation of laws applicable to depositories, which though it is an objective of ADEPO, 

cannot be expected to be achieved in either the short or the mid term.” 

 



Although we admit  that ideally the passport could be an attractive idea in order to complete an European Financial Market, and that significant steps have already been taken since 2009, with the AIFMD approval and the UCITS V proposal,   in order to shape the depositary regime, when we come down to the reality a good deal of difficulties arise.  Before addressing the specific questions of the CONSULTATION we would like to state two general and preliminary objections: - Firstly, the supervisory function seems to require a close proximity to the supervised mutual fund and as such it is difficult to be carried out cross border. It is also difficult to maintain a regular and close contact with fund’s regulators if they were located in different jurisdictions. - Secondly, although it is true -as we have just expressed- that after year 2009,  AIFMD  and UCITS V proposal have regulated much more the institution of the depositary, current regulation continues to be clearly insufficient, and –in our opinion- much more harmonization would be necessary before introducing a genuine passport. Moreover said new European legislation has not been yet implemented (or even approved) it being evidently premature to introduce now the figure of the depositary passport. 
Question 1.- What advantages and drawbacks would a depositary passport 
create, in your view, from the perspective of:  the depositary (turnover, jobs, 
organisation, operational complexities, economies of scale …), the fund 
(costs, cross border activity, enforcement of its rights …), the competent 
authorities (supervisory effectiveness and complexity …), and the investor 
(level of investor protection)? Although the depositary passport could be theoretically seen as an instrument to reach a more competitive market place, creating potential economies of scale, from the perspective of the depositary, ADEPO does not see any advantages in introducing it. On the contrary, a premature introduction of the passport without the previous adoption of a much more harmonized regime could create serious drawbacks: 1. Potential increase in cost and risk as a depositary would need to become familiar with the local regulatory and legal requirements that apply in the relevant UCITS domiciles. 2. The resulting costs savings associated with the potential economies of scale from the depositary passport service are still to be proven considering that the depositary bank’s operating models can / are already largely, for the safekeeping function, based on delegation of the 



associated tasks outside the domicile of the fund. The underlying investors are already benefiting from the savings today.  
         3. It is worth to note that the depositary industry has already experienced with success various operating models /delegation of the custody.  On this particular point a passport will not significantly modify the existing practices as the full standardisation of operating models is limited by national specificities related to custody rules. In addition, even if the proposal on UCITS V would provide the same harmonisation level as the AIFMD, it would not be sufficient to avoid diverging local interpretations on a number of aspects.  
          4. Furthermore, the creation of a UCITS is the result of a strong interconnection between non harmonised national corporate, securities and commercial laws and the UCITS Directive. Consequently, the detailed oversight and custody duties remain subject to local  rules/interpretations. 5. The fundamental principle to the success of the passport is the pre-requisite of the achievement of common supervisory practices  and a common regulatory framework throughout the EU to ensuring a 



harmonised approach to investor protection.  It also helps to ensure that 





  6. The depositary passport could even harm ongoing efforts to reduce systemic risk. While these outcomes are hypothetical, we believe that a shift in competitive advantage toward the largest players is inevitable. In addition to pushing up fund total expense ratios, there is therefore a real risk that the proposed passport will have the unintended consequences of reducing competition. 
Question 2.- If you are a fund manager or a depositary, do you encounter  
problems stemming from the regulatory requirement that the  depositary  
and the fund  need  to  be  located  in  the  same  Member  State?  If  you  are  a 
competent  authority,  would  you  encounter   problems  linked  to  the 
dispersion of supervisory functions and  responsibilities?  If yes, please give   
details  and  describe   the   costs   (financial   and   non-financial) associated  
with  these  burdens  as   well   as  possible  issues  that  a separation of fund 
and depositary  might create in terms of regulatory oversight and 
supervisory cooperation. ADEPO does not think that depositaries can encounter problems stemming from the regulatory requirement that the depositary and the fund need to be located in the same Member State. The opposite solution could be really burdensome, making the supervisory function really difficult to perform, in detriment of the fund itself and the fund’s investors. 
Question 3.- In case a depositary passport were to be introduced, what areas 
do you think might require further harmonisation (e.g.  calculation of  NAV, 
definition  of  a  depositary's tasks and permitted  activities,  conduct  of 
business  rules, supervision,  harmonisation  or  approximation  of  capital 
requirements for depositaries…)? In that scenario ADEPO’s opinion is that all the areas affecting the depositary activity should be fully harmonized, namely: 

- Specific own funds requirements  
- Prudential regulation 
- Supervision  
- Calculation of NAV 
- Safekeeping regime 
- Conduct of business rules and conflict of interest regulation 
- Corporate governance As we have said before such harmonisation is the pre-requisite for the introduction of the passport.   



Full harmonisation of UCITS as financial products should also be pursued in the future –beyond the current UCITS framework- clearly being NAV calculation one of the items to be envisaged by future legislation. Securities law and notion of ownership should also be contemplated further on by European legislation. 
Question 4.- Should the depositary be subject to a fully-fledged authorisation 
regime specific to depositaries or is reliance on other EU regulatory 
frameworks (e.g. credit institutions or investment firms) sufficient in case a 
passport for depositary functions were to be introduced? We agree with EC Proposal requiring all European Depositaries to be EC or Investment firms but –in our opinion- that is not sufficient. Beyond the latter constrain a specific and rather complete authorization regimen is clearly necessary: specific license to be granted by regulators, incorporation to an specific register, special supervision… The very demanding liability regime that AIFMD/UCITS V envisage for depositaries entails that only very solvent and well supervised entities could act as such. 
Question 5.- Are there specific issues to address for the supervision of a 
UCITS where the depositary is not located in the same jurisdiction? As we have said above, due to the lack of harmonisation, the supervisory function is almost impossible to be adequately performed by the depositaries cross border. In this sense, the fundamental principle to the success of a future passport would be the achievement of common supervisory practices and a common regulatory framework throughout the EU to ensure a harmonized approach to investor protection.  It would also help to avoid any kind of regulatory arbitrage. In particular, a clear hierarchy of controls and supervision would need to be established so that it would be clear to regulators, managers, depositaries and investors which regulatory authority would take overall control, especially in a crisis situation.  Finally, it is important that the cross border coordination of custody, insolvency and securities laws is addressed. This will ensure that investors in different UCITS in the same jurisdiction do not run the risk of being subject to different regulatory outcomes and treatment dependent on the location of the depositary.                                                                                                            Madrid 18 October 2012         
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